You May Not Like This... But Your Parents Will

by Brian Rylander '96
Asst. News Editor

One in three million. Those are the approximate odds of winning the Rhode Island State Lottery. Although Providence College students might have a better chance of securing an off-campus apartment than winning the lottery, according to the regulations governing housing, there is really no "sure bet." This uncertainty is due to a lottery system that cannot be conditionally implemented this year and to existing rules that require students, unless given explicit permission by the Director of Residence Life, to live on-campus.

According to the timeline established by the Office of Residence Life, rising juniors and seniors must submit their applications for on-campus apartments by October 22nd. At the end of October, the office will tally up the number of applicants and formulate their housing plans. The number of beds available will be occupied in full by the number of applicants and those seniors and juniors who have been given permission to live off-campus.

According to Dennis Del Gizzo, of the Office of Residential Housing, the purpose of this policy is to try "to fill the apartments in the way that will satisfy the needs of the students." Moreover, the course of actions in line with Providence College's desire to have as many students residing on-campus as possible. However, no lottery is to be allocated, but rather ease the apprehension of certain applicants. Students who wish to live off-campus but receive a low lottery number, the Office of Residence Life is offering alternatives. One such measure would be a "lottery swap." This procedure would involve those students who want to live on-campus and were lucky enough to receive high lottery numbers. They would exchange their picks with those who wish to live off-campus and receive high lottery numbers. They would exchange their picks with those who wish to live off-campus but received a low lottery number. The Office of Residence Life is offering alternatives. One such measure would be a "lottery swap." This procedure would involve those students who want to live on-campus and were lucky enough to receive high lottery numbers. They would exchange their picks with those who wish to live off-campus and receive high lottery numbers. Thus, like the lottery process itself, the lottery swap will only be implemented if all of the on-campus apartments are not initially filled through the first round of the application process. In addition, a second change in the structure of residential policy will also affect whether or not a lottery process will be needed. This involves the 200 or so less beds that will be made available to freshmen and sophomores in the dormitories. To date, there are plans to convert Bedford Hall into office buildings and Stevens Hall into an academic center that would house classrooms and the new Feinstein Center. This decrease in dormitory space will, however, be offset by the construction of two new on-campus apartment complexes. Thus, once all of the available dormitory space is filled to capacity, the overflow of sophomores, if any are any, will have the opportunity to live in the on-campus apartments. Although the determination of what sophomores will be given this privilege has yet to be worked out, it will not be through a simple random assignment. Instead, as Mr. Del Gizzo states, it will be offered to those students who will be appropriate to that theme. The apartments. Although the determination of what sophomores will be given this privilege has yet to be worked out, it will not be through a simple random assignment. Instead, as Mr. Del Gizzo states, it will be offered to those students who are appropriate to that theme.

Once Again...

Columbus Day is here. Remember that next Tuesday follows a Monday class schedule!

October 12 4-5 pm
October 13 7-8 pm
October 14 4-5 pm
All sessions are in Aquinas Lounge

WELCOME TO PROVIDENCE

by Mary Shaffrey '97
News Writer

The year is five weeks old, and the Class of 1997 is already establishing itself in the PC community. Last week's election brought forth the highest percentage of students (70 percent participated) of any freshmen class in recent memory, according to John Solomon, President of the Student Congress. But what is this class made of? Where do they come from? What is their academic background?

The Class of 1997 is the most ethnically diverse of any class on campus. Cathy Scott, Director of Systems Research in Admissions, notes, "The highest minority percentage of freshmen class is 9.3 percent, which is more than double our minority enrollment rate ten years ago." This figure includes Asian, African-American, Hispanic, Portuguese, multiracial, Southeast Asian and Korean students to name a few. The male to female ratio is fairly close, with 48.4 percent male students enrolled. This is in comparison to 52.6 percent male students, who is the standard of the national average. More than half the class is untested with regards to their majors. However, of the 470 declared majors, the most popular majors are in order: Political Science, Special/Elementary Education, Psychology, Biology.

Our parents and students are one of our best resource of Public Relations

Accounting and Management.

"We are very pleased to acknowledge that 33 National Merit Award finalsts and 3 National Achievement finalsts are among the freshmen class we welcomed to campus this fall," stated Solomon. "The academic quality of the Class of '97 is slightly better than the previous year. This is measured by their high school rank-in-class, with 45% alone coming from the top two-thirds of the class, as well as their Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores. The mean SAT scores, for all students were 505 Verbal and 539 Math, or 1042 combined," she continued.

According to Parents for Providence, the triennial newsletter published for parents and grandparents of PC students, the 981 enrolled freshmen was above the objectives of the Admissions Office. This was quite unusual for New England undergraduate institutions this year. For example, schools such as Holy Cross, Boston College, and Villanova mailed out 1,200 letters of acceptance to students on their waiting lists this spring in order to achieve their freshman enrollment objectives. Solomon attributes PC's success in this area to the increased recruitment efforts that the Admissions Office has undertaken. "While many of our peer schools have suffered, we have gained because we have started to recruit more..." continued on page 3

PC new apartments in the works

A Look at the Class of '97
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Faculty Senate

by Theresa Edo '96

Asst. News Editor

Did you ever see the "Wonder Years" episode where Kevin wonders what his father does for a living? The premiere decides to go into the office with his father for one day to get to the bottom of things. Well, that's what I felt like I sat in on the first Faculty Senate meeting of the '93-'94 academic year. Like just about every other club or organized group on campus, the Faculty Senate only has very preliminary plans for the coming year. Tying up some business from last year, President of the Senate, Richard Murphy, addressed the assembly of approximately forty people. "What is the administration doing to help the growth of this faculty?" he asked. Dr. Murphy stressed the administration's obligation to shift from ideas to action. With the help of the administration, the faculty needs to experience, he said, "the full and firmly woven fabric of our trade."

After this, which one might call his farewell address, the Senate proceeded to nominate and elect three new officers. Each won unopposed. Carol Hartly was proudly named Free agent, Robert LaMontagne as Vice President, and Francis Ford as Secretary. Hartly quickly took control of the meeting and began to run the '93-'94 elections for the Committee on Academic Rank and Tenure. Following a secret ballot vote, Dr. Hugh Lina and Dr. Landen, O.P. became the newest members of the subcommittee of the Senate. Once this business was completed, Professor William Hudson, acting Director of the Feinstein research committee, spoke to the group. Once again, he explained that the intended use of the five million dollar grant will finally be decided on early next semester. Although no specific public service program has been developed, the committee hopes to build one that joins the principles demonstrated in PC's courses and extracurricular activities that already deal with some aspect of public service. When it is fully implemented, the program will not be solely occupational (as for majors).

It will be open to any student who has an interest in public service. It will be enhanced through the linking of reading, reflection, and service. Ideally, everyone involved can nurture a life-long commitment to public service. One impromptu speaker was Tricia O'Hare, one of the few student members of the Feinstein committee. She spoke about a student group which will be formed soon to brainstorm for ideas of what to do with the grant. All are encouraged to get involved, she added. The final speaker was Dan Valley, O.P. and Director of Human Resources. He reaffirmed the confidentiality of the handling of the faculty health care form. He outlined the route of the faculty's monthly claim forms in the Resources office to allay any fears of misconduct during the procedure. "We hope to restore the Faculty Senate's diminished place in the PC community," newly elected President Carol Hartly said after the meeting was adjourned. She hopes that the group will become more active this year and plans to solicit all faculty members for ideas and suggestions.

Shuttle Hours

Sunday 6:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
Mon-Thurs noon to 5:00 a.m.
Mon-Thurs 5:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. (van 1)
7:30 to 4:30 a.m. (van 2)
6:00 p.m. - 5:00 a.m. (van 1)
7:30 p.m. to 4:30 a.m. (van 2)

Purity Cleaners

744 Branch Avenue, Providence
(next to Dunkin Donuts)
421-0034
Open 7am - 9pm Every Day

Dry Cleaning
Coin Laundries
You're living in the new apartments... like it or not
continued from page 1

this paternalistic approach to housing has concerned many students, especially those who live or desire to live off-campus. Amy Joo, a junior living off-campus, was amazed when she heard of the policy: "How can they force us to live on-campus? We should be able to choose where we want to live." However, complacent most Providence students may be, this sentiment appeared to be the general attitude of the residents of the college. One student even skeptically expressed the idea of a restrictive measure as just, "another act of an overbearing theocracy."

Another concern expressed by some students involves the current status of the new on-campus apartment buildings. Although a floor plan has been sketched out, there are still many aspects of the complexes that are in the planning stage. Since the date for submission of applications is so early this year, students appear wary of choosing a place to live that they really know nothing about and which is still in the working stages. Since the cost of the new East Campus apartments is $5,000 per occupant compared with $4,800 for the old apartments and $2,800 for the dormitories, most students feel that they should know exactly what they are paying for before they make a final decision.

Responding to these concerns of the students, Dennis Del Gizzo explains the earlier date of the new lottery process is, "A direct response to what students need," concerning the timetable of leases and possessing some sense of security of knowing where to live. Although most residents will probably not be adversely affected by the new policies, for most students it is somewhat a "matter of principle." Some feel that the college has already been too restrictive in various aspects of student life and that to dictate where students must live is going a bit too far. Although the matter of enforcement has not yet to be formulated, there will, according to the Office of Residence Life, be direct action taken by those students who opt to ignore their housing designation. Thus, since the entire process is extremely complicated, it is best for rising juniors and seniors to attend one of the information sessions offered by the Office of Residence Life on October 12, 13, and 14th.

Attend the information sessions!
Get the answers on the new apartments!
Alumni Cafeteria
Columbus Day Specials

Discover the Savings ❖ October 4-8 ❖

Monday ❖ Chicken Parmigiana, Fries & Beverage only $2.50
Tuesday ❖ Hot Oven Grinder & Beverage only $2.50
Wednesday ❖ Pasta, Garlic Bread & Beverage only $1.95
Thursday ❖ Small Pita fold, Fries & Beverage only $2.50
Friday ❖ Chicken Cesear Salad & Garlic Bread only $2.50

Come and Visit
Mural Lounge
Subs ❖ Nachos
Ice Cream

Large Screen Cable TV
Sunday & Monday
Night Football
ESPN & NESN

Free 16oz. Soda
with any purchase at Mural Lounge
Coupon good thru 10/15/93
Healthy Attitude

by Theodore Hazard '94
Editors' Editor

At Providence College the development of the mind and the body is important. Primarily, we are all here to receive a quality education to prepare us for the workplace and for the rest of our lives. But that is not all - PC students are concerned with. Personal health, through proper exercise, is a very important and popular life component at PC. Traditionally, college is a place to develop the mind; at Providence College it is also a place to develop the body.

The strong, consistent healthy attitude of the students makes PC unique. Ironically, these healthy attitudes are pursued, to some extent, with a religious vigor. Consistent exercise may be more common than consistent mass attendance for many PC students. The Mecca to which thousands of devoted exercisers journey weekly is affectionately called Peterson Rec. The pilgrimage is driven by the desire to obtain health: to look good and to feel good. However, this common quest for health is not solely concerned with the present state of the body.

The pursuit of health, for the majority of PC students, has been developed in the past, is pursued in the present, and will be maintained in the future.

In the past, many students were active in High School athletics; this practice has carried on to college where the temptation to strictly study and booze or booze and study, is great.

Presently, exercise can be a social activity and, as we all know, PC students love social life. A fit body contributes to building self esteem and getting dates. A healthy person has more energy for study and stay awake in the dim library. Finally, being healthy reduces the risk of becoming sick and falling behind in class. In the future, one's health is invaluable. The exercise habits displayed by PC students build a concrete foundation for future healthy attitudes and exercise. As kids we exercised and it carried into our young adulthood at PC. Exercise as young adults, with continued diligence, will carry into our adult years - for the rest of our lives.

Providence College students are not hedonistically living in the present; we have a genuine concern for the future. The overwhelming pursuit of health affirm this. Economically, staying healthy is smart due to the constant and dramatic rise in health care costs during the past twenty years. Personally, staying healthy is smart because in five to ten years most will be starting a family, with whom we will want to live as long as possible.

The pursuit of health by PC students is an extremely positive component of our small school. These healthy attitudes and behaviors help to define Providence College and make us unique. Health is a noble goal for the present and for the future.

Whether it is Columbus Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, Spring Break or just a trip home... travel time, inc. offers the best way to plan your trip.

- Trains
- Planes
- Vacation Packages
- Cruises
- Cars
- Hotels

Remember that Travel Time never charges for services and have the lowest fares guaranteed.

Call Now! 1-800-932-3343

Bring in this ad for a free travel poster!

travel-time inc.
300 Thayer Street, Providence, RI 02906 (401) 274-3444
CLINTON'S SOMALI QUAGMIRE

by Anthony R. Zupka '94 Asst. Editorial Editor

President Clinton must realize that wholesale changes need to be made in the way American forces are being utilized in Somalia. The formula that U.S. troops are presently operating within is unforesight, disjointed, and is costing Americans their lives. When two-thirds of U.S. soldiers captive on October 4th, he committed an act of war against the United States. We must respond, but first we must avoid the pitfalls that have already cost soldiers their lives during this mission. The two options which present themselves to America are on opposite ends of a metaphorical spectrum, but would be equally effective.

The first option that the U.S. could pursue would involve the immediate cessation of American participation in the U.N. mission and negotiation for the release of American soldiers. The recovery of prisoners and the remains of any dead would be followed by direct withdrawal of all U.S. forces. The second plan that America could pursue would entail the occupation of Mogadishu and an escalation of troop presence. This plan would entail at least one United States Marine Corps amphibious assault division and feature the imposition of martial law in the city until all Americans were returned. Following the recovery of all prisoners and remains of deceased soldiers, the U.S. would then withdraw all of its forces.

For as long as we have listened to ourselves, we have witnessed the grisly scene of dead American soldiers being displayed like capes may de- serve a stronger, more punitive response. This, however, is not likely. The American society can pursue no matter how strong its yearning for revenge is. President Clinton has stumbled into quagmire and the only way that he can avoid sinking any lower is to sever ties with the inept U.N. mission and bring all troops home as soon as possible.

Let Children Be Children

by John J. Ols hears '95 Editorial Writer

Society makes it very difficult for children to grow up with a sense of right and wrong. Children in the nineties play extraordinary violent video games and are taught about "alternative life-styles," sex, drugs, and alcohol in grammar school. They are able to watch sex and hear bad language on television. We are throwing issues at children that are too complicated for children to understand. We seem to think we are doing them a favor, but we are not.

A child's innocence is very important to his or her development. The Surgeon General, when asked when sex education should begin, said, "as early as kindergarten." When I heard that, I couldn't believe how bad things have become. Children in kindergarten don't care about sexual gratification in the least; they can't bring up an issue that shouldn't be brought to their attention for another six years.

Schools should be a place where children are instructed in English, math, science, and social studies. They should not be bombarded with "politically correct" curricula. The American student is not as well educated anymore, because teachers spendclass time showing funny films, giving opinions, and discussing issues that are far over the kids' heads.

Children should get a core curriculum so that they will have a strong foundation to build upon. Children are not mature enough, nor intelligent enough, to be dealing with issues that are not extremely basic in nature. We act as if we are doing everything a favor by being "open" with our youth, but it is wrong. Let children be children. Let children think that new-found knowledge. As times change, children's innocence, soon to be smashed, by that slogan that children naturally think.

Bringing certain issues to children's attention makes children curious and more likely to experiment with their new-found knowledge. As times change, children's innocence, soon to be smashed, by that slogan that children naturally think.

Children should not be bombarded with politically correct curriculums

Meet the Author

An interview with Frederick jelly, noted Mariologist will be here to sign copies of his book

Madonna: Mary in the Catholic Tradition

Saturday, October 16th 3:30 to 5:00 pm

Santa Claus exists, that babies coming from pregnant women are always slay, 78 wounded and several taken prisoner. These latest developments in Somalia are the direct result of a poorly executed United Nations operation that longer resemles the humanitarian crusade which began ten months ago. In light of the recent casualties and the horrific desecration of soldier's corpses, America can no longer deny that it has worn out its welcome. And the time has come to scrutinize the objectives of its presence there.

When Navy commandos landed on the beaches of Africa amid a blit of media support last December, Operation Restore Hope had the clear objective of feeding hundreds of thousands of starving Somalians. American forces accomplished that task long ago, and now find themselves involved in a U.N. sponsored nation building exercise that has no foreseeable conclusion. American troops are engaging a renegade, guerrilla enemy without the adequate armor and rescue elements necessary to support them. On October 4th, for example, 86 Army Rangers were pinned under gunfire and grenade fire for over seven hours because the Pakistani and Malayans units deployed to rescue them were reluctant to do so for fear of suffering losses in the process. This inaction, in part, was directly responsible for the capture of two helicopter crews and the death of at least 12 Americans.
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The Cowl
Letters To The Editor

Dance Team Gripes
To the Editor:
The PC Dance Team wants to express our disappointment regarding this year's allocations. We expected to receive an amount comparable to previous years, and unfortunately, this year's allocation was significantly reduced. The explanation given to us by Student Congress was that there was a tremendous amount of overspending last year and cuts were made this year to compensate. The dance team has always been aware of our spending and acted responsibly. We want to know why we should be penalized for other clubs' irresponsibility and mismanagement of money. Not only that, but why doesn't Student Congress know who created the overspending and act accordingly.

Thank you,
The PC Dance Team

Say It Ain't So Joe!
To the Editor:
Some of you may recall reading the following quote in the Graphics Section of the PCP last week.

"I'd like to take this space to thank Student Congress for their generosity regarding allocations..."

"P.S. BOP I hope you can do something fun with your 2.7 Billion Dollar Budget..."

Hugs and kisses, Joe Downes

Joe - Can you define Lack of Professionalism or Conflict of Interest?

Sincerely,
John Ryan

Boisterous Bad Apples
To the Editor:
I am sorry to have to address the student population at PC on a somber note but I feel it is a must. I realize that college is supposed to be the best time of our lives but I am unable to verify this statement after witnessing the behavior of some P.C. students. I am referring to the verbal abuse P.C. "partiers" aimed at pedestrians on Eaton street. Coming back from 7-11 on Friday evening, I was shocked to be accosted by some drunk students on third floor porches on both sides of the street. Some people may enjoy it but I do not like being called a "loser" and a "nerd" just because I happen to be wearing a backpack. I do not wish to repeat the expiritives preceding and following these alienating terms. I would like, however, to remind these bad apples that the Providence College community was made great by its religious foundations and that unless they want to make this great establishment mediocre they should keep their ignorance to themselves.

Regretfully,
Timothy J. Bailey '95

Rationizing Your Thesaurus
To the Editor:
My Word! I remember when the Cowl was positively teeming with bombastic literary generosity and generally glibecetic letters to the editor. Unfortunately, there no longer seems to be anyone who is willing to attempt to articulate their pedestrian opinions to the Cowl's readership. Whilst I would like to extend my most sincere congratulations to the authors of the most recent letters to the editor for being relatively coherent, I have been left wondering where have all the little flylot totting solipsists gone?

Yours in total sincerity,
Bob Subderious 94

Cowl Editorial Policy 1993-1994
1. Commentary articles and letters to the Editor are welcome from any member of the P.C. student body, faculty, or administration. Submissions from those outside the P.C. community may be printed if space permits.
2. All submissions to the Editorial Department are subject to the editing of the Editorial Staff. If there is a specific part of your letter or article you do not wish to have altered, please see one of the Editorial Staff members prior to publication.
3. All letters must be double spaced and limited to 250 words. Letters must be signed; however, if you do not wish your name to appear in print, please contact a member of the Editorial Staff or the Editor-in-Chief. Complete anonymity may be granted if the subject is of a particularly personal or sensitive nature.
4. The staff respectfully requests that all articles contain no personal attacks.
5. All submissions should be delivered to The Cowl office no later than Monday at noon prior to publication on Wednesday.
What do you think of the recent allegations of violence off-campus?

Kevin Kaberry, Kirk Evangelou '94: We don't know. We haven't met a Providence cop we couldn't take!

Ellen Cressy '96: The police have a civic duty to protect both PC students and the community. They should fulfill their responsibilities!

Nicole Limon, Wayne Johnson '95: Off-campus violence doesn't seem to be a priority to the Administration due to the fact that they have limited the shuttle bus routes.

Kevin Kaberry, Kirk Evangelou '94: We don't know. We haven't met a Providence cop we couldn't take!

Ellen Cressy '96: The police have a civic duty to protect both PC students and the community. They should fulfill their responsibilities!

Nicole Limon, Wayne Johnson '95: Off-campus violence doesn't seem to be a priority to the Administration due to the fact that they have limited the shuttle bus routes.

Rosy DiBiasi, Patty Clarkson, Heidi Picard '94: We think you should move to Admiral because no one bothers us there!

Kathleen O'Brien, Christine O'Malley, Jessica Mazzola '97: It's getting out of hand.

Rebecca Simone '96, Dave Bergeron '95: We don't think that we're getting the whole story.

Dina and Sue: On a serious note, if you have witnessed or if you know of any incidence of violence, please report it to Father McPhail in Slavin 302.

James Giniso '96: I don't like it!

Rob Griffo, Matt Napoli '95: It may be exaggerated to an extent, although we think that the police could be a little more cooperative and compassionate in the handling of the situations.
LIFE WITHOUT IT BITES.

Here's something to chew on. No annual fee. Now that's something you can sink your teeth into.

IF YOU DON'T GOT IT, GET IT.
STEP 1

I would like to take this opportunity to introduce myself to the Providence College community. My name is Barbara Fioravanti and I am the STEP I coordinator. STEP I will help educate other students on problem-solving skills and making healthy choices. Peer educators have a real impact on promoting a healthy campus community. Some of you may be asking yourselves what is the impact of being a STEP I Student. You may feel free to contact me at 865-2343. I am located in Savin room 202.

Step One encourages wellness in academic, residential, and social environments.

When is it a problem?
1. Have you ever neglected classes in order to drink alcohol or because of a hangover?
2. Have friends or family told you to cut down on drinking alcohol?
3. Have you lost a significant relationship because of drinking?
4. Do you drink alcohol to forget your problems?
5. Have you ever done anything while drinking alcohol that you now regret?

Sometimes one's alcohol use is more than one thinks or may want to think. Recognizing a potential problem is half the solution. STEP 1

Congratulations
Class of 1997

President - Michael James
Vice President - Nora Nakhleh
Secretary - Megan Whiteshield
Treasurer - Gordon Stewart
Representatives - Amy Peltier, Kathleen Farley, Cathy Oleander, Nick Guidice, and John Reid

RESIDENCE BOARD

Aquinas Hall
President - Theresa Edo
Treasurer - Meghan Biscone
Bedford Hall
President - Michael King
Treasurer - Jason Healy
Dove Hall
President - Amy Gianoli
Treasurer - Liz Carter
Fennell Hall
President - Dan Kennedy
Guzman Hall
President - Robert Newton
Treasurer - Brian Kelley
Joseph Hall
President - Jeffrey Papaleo
Treasurer - Eric Olson
Mc Dermott Hall
President - Don Mahoney
Treasurer - Joe Ryan III
McVinney Hall
President - Myrna Lopez
Treasurer - Jen Gabriel
Menager Hall
President - Chris Olenik
Treasurer - Kevin Dolan
Raymond Hall
President - Anne Marie Currie
Treasurer - Colleen O'Keefe
Stephen Hall
President - Christopher Gallagher
Treasurer - Colleen O'Keefe
Apartment Complex Council

Tara Tahan, Andrea Cappadona, Dan Meade

Walk For Life

by Mary Malone '95
Class Representative

Soon, as you browse through the finer food options in Mondo, Mural, and Raymond Cafe, you'll be noticing bins set up asking for donations... and signs around campus announcing "some walk" on October 17. "What is all this?", you may ask in your conclusion. Well, here's all your answers:

The Student Council of Providence College is sponsoring a Walk-a-Thon to benefit AIDS charity. We, and others of AIDS all over Rhode Island need the help of Providence College students and faculty to make this event successful. AIDS is a deadly disease that may affect you, a friend, or a loved one, if it has not already. By walking on October 17, you can help strike back against AIDS and show that you, as a member of the Providence College family, are not only concerned about your community but also the less fortunate who dwell within it. To participate in this event, all you need to do is pick up a sponsor sheet in the Student Congress office, find some several sponsors, mom, dad, grandma... keep in mind that you may sponsor yourself and the money over to someone on Student Congress by October 17.

Together the Art Club and Art History Department proudly present "Mandala" an installation by Maureen Kelman Thursday October 14, 1993 4:00pm in Hunt Cavanagh Art Building

CLASS OF '96
Junior Ring Weekend

INTERVIEWS
Tuesday, October 12-Thurday, October 14 6:00 - 11:00pm
in Slavin Room 303

Sign up by Friday, October 8 in Congress Office
Minutes From the October 4, 1993 Student Congress Meeting

ANNOUNCEMENTS: There will be no Student Congress Meeting next week due to Columbus Day.

The Athletic Department will be holding a Hockey Kick-off on October 16. There will be a mandatory Walk-a-Thon on October 17.

Elections: Cherie Levesque announced that elections went very well. 500 students voted. Clubs & Organizations: The grand opening of the Club Room will be on Thursday 10/17. Expenditure sheets will be located in the Club Room.

Public Relations: The Walk-a-Thon will be on Sunday, 10/17.

Time & Space: Monthly reports from committee heads are due.

BOARDs:

IAB: 3 on 3 Basketball and Ultimate Frisbee are under way.

BOP: Tues. - Coffeehouse - Open Mic Night & Fried Dough; Thurs. - Movie - "The Cutting Edge".

Residence Board: First meeting on 10/5.

ELECTIONS: Nicole Slavin announced that elections were very well. 500 students voted.

ACCI: Apartment Social at Finnegan's Wake on 10/16 from 4:30 - 7:30.

CLASS REPORTS:

94: 300 people attended the Clambake.
96: JRW bids are on sale from Oct. 4 - Oct. 7 in room 120 Slavin. Cost-$95.
96: JRW Core Informational meeting 7pm in Slavin 203 on 10/4. Interviews will be Oct. 12 - 15 in Fr. McPhail's conference room.

GENERAL DISCUSSION: There will be a Pot Luck Dinner for Student Congress on Oct. 17th at 6pm in the Last Resort.

LAST CHANCE... This Friday -

To Buy YOUR JRW '95 Bid.
10:00 am - 3:00 pm in Slavin 220.

October 8, 1993

Last Chance to be included in a drawing for a free room at the Copley Plaza Marriott.

October 15, 1993

is the last day to receive a special discount rate of $140.00 (tax included) per room.

JRW TUX RENTALS

Wednesday October 13, 1993
10:00 am - 3:00 pm
Slavin Room 203 (behind information desk)
Only $40.00
Don't forget to order yours!

SOS (Students Organized for Safety)

Debra Guilbert is organizing this committee and needs volunteer students who have ideas or suggestions about the safety of our school on and off campus.

This is a pilot program. It will take student input to get it off the ground.

Anyone interested please contact Ryan Alger in the Student Congress office or Debra Guilbert in the Apartment Complex office.

MAYOR O'HARE SPEAKS!

Wednesday, October 20
6:30 pm
in Moore Hall I

All are invited to listen as Mrs. O'Hare discusses the "road" that has led her to become Mayor of West Warwick.

She will answer any questions from her perspective as a woman in politics and share with us her success story.
GIANTS SOAR TO NEW HEIGHTS

by Mark Cybulski
A&E Editor

They Might Be Giants are anything but your usual rock band. The duo, consisting of accordionist-vocalist John Linnell and guitarist-vocalist John Flansburgh, have a unique sound and quirky approach to music that is all their own. The group performed their own brand of witty, hyperactive music to a packed house at Lupo's Heartbreak Hotel last Saturday night. They Might Be Giants played a nearly ninety minute show that highlighted some of their older classics as well as some innovative new material.

When John Flansburgh spoke to me from a laundromat in Memphis a few weeks ago, he told me a bit about the band's history and how they have progressed into a full band. Linnell and Flansburgh met in their childhood while going to grammar school in Massachusetts. They later went on to the same high school where they became fans of the new wave scene that included the Ramones, Talking Heads and Television. Linnell went on to play in several bands in the New York City area, while Flansburgh earned a degree at the Pratt Institute. Linnell and Flansburgh then decided to form their own duo, recording music in a home studio using tapes and a drum machine along with their trademark guitar and accordion. The duo took their name from an old movie from the seventies, They Might Be Giants, starring George C. Scott and Joanne Woodward. TMGB became quite popular on New York City's club circuit, which led them to record their self-titled debut album on Bar/None Records in 1986. The duo also released Lincoln in 1988 and eventually signed on with Elektra Records and released Flood in 1990 and Apollo 18 in 1992.

They Might Be Giants have always had an eccentric approach to their profession. Black, formerly of the Pixies. They Might Be Giants are currently on tour to support their latest EP, Why Does The Sun Shine? (The Sun Is A Mass Of Incandescent Gas), whose title song was originally from a 1959 educational record called Space Songs. Flansburgh said that he was excited about the fact that his band has now become a “full blown group.” In the past, the duo used to depend upon a drum machine and pre-recorded tapes for a rhythm section. TMGB now have Brian Doherty on drums, Tony Maimone on bass, Kurt Hoffman on keyboards and Steven Bernstein on trumpet. Flansburgh says that the five day to a nearly sold out crowd at Lupo's. The new rhythm section brings much more life to the group's older material. While some songs such as "Don't Let's Start," "Ana Ng" and "This House In Your Soul" sound whimsical on record, the new band gives these songs new life and adds more punch to them. They Might Be Giants also chose their set list very well. They experimented with several new songs and mixed them with familiar favorites. Whenever the show was reaching a low point due to unfamiliar material, the group rebounded and performed the older songs that made them famous, such as "The Statue Got Me High," "Lucky Ball and Chain" and "The Guitar." TMGB seemed to be loose and personable on stage, with Flansburgh and Linnell hyperactively jumping around and bantering with the audience. In response to the body surfing going on in the front row, Flansburgh merely said "Please cut it out. It's the nineties, punk rock is over."

They Might Be Giants are on their way to growing musically as a band. Their show at Lupo's seemed to be a good indication of the musical territory this band can explore. With a full band behind them, They Might Be Giants can only get more creative and therefore, only get better.

NOW AVAILABLE NOW AVAILABLE

93-94
Student Housing
All Types of Apartments

Starting as low as $375.00

* 1 - 3 bedrooms
* Parking Included
* Burglar Alarm
* Some Including Utilities

Gemma Realty
Contact Maria or Joan
521-4213
861-7021

94-95
Student Housing
Rent Early for Best Selection

Prime Locations in the P.C. Area

Gemma Realty
Contact John
521-4213
Art Like It Has Never Been Done Before

by Cyndi Castello '95 Assistant Editor

How often is it forgotten that art and entertainment is the unique aspect we use to escape from the humdrum society by which we are surrounded? This Sunday, October 7, at 10pm and 1am, at The Blue Man Group to keep things peculiar and extraordinary.

What is The Blue Man Group and why is it of our concern at PC? The Blue Man Group is a trio of men who out of their severe frustration with the boring 80's, created one of the most amazing, expressive, entertaining pieces of art ever created. The Blue Man Group consists of Matt Goldmann, Phil Sigel, and Mike Wharton. They began performing outdoors around 1988 and slowly found themselves living as they saw what consistent manner. Soon The Blue Man Group moved indoors to the east villager of Greenwich Village. The Group's move picked up two more very important people (Maria DiDa, the Executive Producer and Marlene Swartz, the Director) also, it gave a sense of order to their skills. Is it the skits, or as the Group calls them “signature bits", that are the heart and soul of these three and their show which is titled Tuba. The word experimented with earlier and is extremely important to keep in mind. Experimental is used because The Blue Man Group took every day ideas and materials and put them in ways no one would think possible or interesting. For example, they are artists not of photography, sculpting or paintings. They worked with action art, thematic for motion and the concept of information overload. Chaos science related images such as tornados, vortices and black lights were introduced and modified for the use of laughter and excitement.

To paint the best picture possible without ruining the surprises of the show, three of the signature skits will be described. The show began dynamically with three images of men playing drums. As the drum beats quickened and came to a hault the men appeared wearing all black except for their faces. Their faces were decorated with a very vibrant blue paint. Once on stage, the “Paint Drumming” began. Out of a slot in the three men's shirts came three colors of paint. As each man played his drum and created an extremely different and personal rhythm their shirts bledd the paint. The paints exploded and splashed above their heads onto a white, square piece of canvas. The end result, a work of art. Next began the "Marshmallow Catching Ceremony”. In this skill two actions were occurring at once. One man was throwing an unbelievable amount of marshmallows into the second man's mouth while with the other hand he was throwing paint balls into the third man's mouth. With these paint balls, the third man chewed and spat. Sounds gross? Not really. As he was spitting he was again creating, an white canvas, a remarkable painting. The third skill to be discussed is called "The Feast". In this mysterious signature bit of the three men invited a guest over to eat. That guest could be you, because audience participation is what makes half the show tick. Basically, "The Feast" is a very funny part, but, depending upon the audience participant, this can be enough to call it. Every day, nineteen-eighths portions of such as the clap, the dustbuster and electronic display signs were reintroduced on a much lighter, almost absurd level. To keep the suspense level high, it will just be said that the following two skits experiment with breakfast cereal and the human ear as a percussion instrument. The signature bits only get better with time, almost to the point that anything that comes from more innovative thought seemed unimaginable. The Blue Man Group developed a relationship with P.S. 122, which is an art group, which aided in their start at the East 9th Street location. With this, they also extended a field trip program which sent performances of the tubes all over the United States and Europe. The Blue Man Group's recent performances of the tubes won The Lucille Lortel Award and The Drama Desk Award. The Group is also planning on releasing a CD in the near future. That should be a CD like no other!

The show is currently at the Astro Palace Theater. It is shown six nights a week at 7pm and 10pm and on Sundays at 5pm and 7pm. Tickets run from $22 to $35. For most shows, it is important to get front and center seats, this is not recommended for the tubes because things could get slightly messy and chaotic.

Blue Man Group: Tuba is a must see! Why sit back and watch society become more and more humdrum? Why not let drums make the hum! For more information write: Blue Man Group Cooper Station P.O. Box 1495 N.Y. NY 10276

Rocky Park Point presents
Cypress Hill with special guests
House of Pain Hooligans Funk Dubius

October 11, 1993

All You Can Eat! at
CUTTIES
Restaurant
Tuesday Special: All you can eat Chicken Dinner only $5.95 with Pasta, French Fries and Salad From 4-9pm

Wednesday Special: All you can eat Pasta Dinner only $3.75 with Bread and Salad From 4-9pm For P.C. Students

Also serving breakfast on weekends!
686 Admiral Street, Prov.
(1/2 mile up from Schnieder Arena)

NEVER TOO LATE.

Think you missed the Graduate Record Exam deadline? Think again. With the new on-demand GRE you could be taking the test tomorrow. And see your score the minute you finish. Score reports are mailed to 10 days later, in plenty of time for most school deadlines. Call now for instant registration.

Sylvan Technology Centers
Part of the Sylvan Learning Center Network

800-GRE-A.S.P.
**BOP**

**Film presents:**
**Thursday, October 14th**
**Good Fellas**  
8:00 & 10:00 p.m.  
Moore Hall  
Free Admission

**Sunday, October 17th**
**Cliffhanger**  
8:00 & 10:00 p.m.  
'64 Hall  
$2 Admission at the door

**Friday, October 15th**
**Over 21 presents:**

**Reggae Night**  
7:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.  
The Last Resort  
Admission $2 at the door

*$1 beers, FREE food and entertainment—BRING PC ID!!

**Coffeehouse presents:**
**Tuesday, October 12th**
**Bead Necklace Night—make your own!**

**Tuesday, October 19th**
**French Cafe Night**  
with gourmet coffees and jazz band  
9:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.  
The Last Resort

**Lent's Laments**
**V-P Gives Latest FUN Facts on Upcoming Events!**  
by Allison Lent '94  
BOP Vice President

Comedy Show, Hypnotist, Newport Trip, Outdoor Concert, Airball, Gyro, Trip to the Mall, Outdoor Movie, Coffeehouses, Cruise to Nowhere, Trip to Thayer Street, Miss Seiger, First Stage Dance, Greg Brady, Weekly movies, Apple Picking, Open Mic Night, Medieval Manors, etc....

These are just a few of the FUN events the Board of Programmers has already brought to PC so far this year. The members of BOP have been spending a significant amount of time, effort, and money to program such quality events for you, the students. But the fun doesn't end here! There are plenty more, new, and interesting events to come.

Just to mention a few, this Thursday night, October 7th, the Film Committee will be showing The Cutting Edge in Moore Hall. At the Coffeehouse, you can create your own beaded necklace or bracelet on Tuesday, October 12th. For those of you who are over 21, there will be a Reggae Night at the Last Resort on Friday, October 15th.

Also, planned for the first time, on the 15th, the Social Committee will be sponsoring a late night “Scavenger Hunt” from 8 p.m. - 1 a.m. Cash prizes will be awarded to the students who can scrounge up the most items. In addition, the Fine Arts Committee has scheduled a one day trip to the “Big Apple” on October 16th.

So, come join in on all the FUN! And keep your eyes peeled for upcoming event dates and times. Remember, anyone who has helpful suggestions on how BOP can better program events for the student body, please don't hesitate to contact the BOP office.

Thanks and I'll see you all at the next BOP event.

P.S. Hey Joey Downes—Maybe BOP could lend rugby a couple of million out of our 2.7 billion dollar budget. We'll talk.

Hugs and kisses,
Ali Lent

**Social presents:**
**Scavenger Hunt**

* Meet at 7:30 p.m. in '64 Hall  
* Sign ups in the BOP Office  
* 3 to 5 people per team  
* First prize: $100!  
* Second prize: $50!  
* Third prize: $25!

**Saturday, October 16th**

**Fine Arts presents:**

**A New York Museum Trip**

* Buses leave from Huxley Gate at 8:00 a.m. & return to PC at 11:00 p.m. (leave from St. Patrick's Cathedral in NYC at 6:00 p.m.)

* Tickets $9 in the BOP Office  
* co-sponsored by the Art History Department
JRW: Dream or Nightmare?
by Tina Kloter '95
Art Features Editor

Have you found yourself searching frantically through your "meat sheet"? Do you wake up in a cold sweat after nightmares of rejection? Have you been spending most of your waking hours with just three letters on your mind? Well, I'm not surprised, JRW does strange things to people. After making it through two years of Civ, the class of '95 has finally gone off the deep end. Here are a few things that I've noticed.

The Junior High Game
The majority of juniors have reverted to the communication methods of middle school. This method involves talking to everyone at the whole school except for the person who you want to ask. I've heard a lot of conversations like this one: Girl: "My friend's brother's next door neighbor told my roommate to tell me to tell you that she thinks you're cute." Gay: "Cool." Although this system is not ineffective, it can be frustrating and embarrassing. For example, after trusting the secret of who you are going to ask to JRW to your best friend, you will probably hear it broadcast on WDOM.

JRW Anxiety Attacks
For something that is supposed to be fun, JRW sure makes a lot of people miserable. I saw hysterical groups of juniors, mysteriously affected by JRW, trying to rip down the JRW signs outside of Slavin. They were all laughing in a deranged manner and I heard one of them say, "Take that, you fiendish spawn of Hades. See how many people go to your evil Dionysian festival now! Ha ha ha!" Other juniors simply sit in Mondo, alternately sobbing and screaming at people who utter the diabolical letters. I've even seen a few juniors who are carrying signs that say, "I'm desperate, how about you?" These tragic stories have inspired some students to take action.

Pins for Partners-
This campaign was started in the hopes of lessening JRW tension. The plan is to hand out two different kinds of pins. The first kind will have a skull and crossbones on them and will be given to all juniors who are taken. The second kind will have bright orange smiley faces and will be worn by those who are still eligible. The committee who is in charge of this project also hopes to post a list in lower Slavin which will keep track of who is still fair game. This program promises to maintain a small degree of sanity among juniors. There are, however, a few more radical plans.

Scoping Smith Street-
I've heard that some juniors plan to drive up and down Smith Street in search for dates. They hope to recruit some eighth-graders from LaSalle Academy who look at least sixteen. They invite all dateless juniors to give it a try. (Warning: This program may not be legal, so you might not want to try it. I'd hate to see what the police do to PC students when they actually do something wrong.)

If none of these options work for you, don't worry, I've heard that Friar Boy doesn't look so bad in a tux. Or, there's always your roommate's younger siblings. Whatever you decide to do, don't take it too seriously. It may involve rings and it might last for a whole week. This is not a lifetime commitment. It is stressful, though. So, I would like to offer some advice to freshmen and sophomores. It's never too early. If you were, I'd find a JRW date now!
Laughing: The Best Medicine

by Beth Brezinski ’94
Features Writer

Want to hear something funny? So would I, especially when I’m procrastinating or in a rotten mood. What is it about laughter that draws people together and always brightens someone’s mood? No matter how upset I am over something, hearing a joke or a funny story always seems to crack a smile on my face. When I find something especially humorous, I have a tendency to burst out laughing loudly which sometimes causes people to suddenly turn their heads in bewilderment wondering who or what is making that horrid banzhee sound.

I honestly believe though, that laughter is the best medicine. Obviously if you are suffering from severe trauma or depression, you are not going to come out of it when you hear, “So, you people walking into that bar (with a credit card in your wallet). Anyone who is stressed, mildly depressed, bored or just plain unhappy will surely appreciate the sunshine in the form of a decent joke or an attempt at one or sharing a funny experience.

Even other people’s misfortunes and mishaps can make a small dilemma in your life seem bearable when it is something that can be laughed about. For instance, a friend of mine was crossing the street in her hometown when a bird flew over and took a dump on her head. I’m sure she wasn’t too thrilled with that particular bird at the time this happened but I had tears rolling down my face from laughing so hard. It also cheered up a little after having been depressed for a while.

Have you ever seen someone run down Radcliffe in a black toga, cowboy hat and red rover shorts by himself on a cool September night? How about your roommates getting a dancing gorilla for you on your birthday? Or even better, sneaking into Cozzman to sneak up photos of nude male bodies from Playgirl with the heads of male friends glued on them. I obviously made up this piece of my head but I’m sure anyone would get a kick out of them.

So why does everyone enjoy laughing and sharing comical adventures? I think it’s because laughter makes people happy and because it is something all people have in common. Everyone has done something stupid at least once in their life; the majority of us do stupid things all the time. This mutual sense of temporary stupidity bonds human beings with one another - at least that’s the way I see it.

So the next time you see something out of the ordinary and you think someone else will enjoy hearing about it, share your story and put a smile on that person’s face - it will make both of you happy.

I’m in Love with a Sports Freak!

by Vera Schomer ’96
Features Editor

WE INTERRUPT THIS RELATIONSHIP FOR THE FOOTBALL SEASON...

Yes girls, you’ve seen it, you live it, you hate it. Your boyfriend is a sports fanatic - from football to basketball, hockey, baseball, maybe even tennis - he never misses a game, or at least the scores and highlights. Go out to breakfast and he’ll bring the sports pages, only to embarrass you with his cheering and grunting over coffee. Plan to hang-out on Sundays and know that you will spend the whole afternoon glued to the TV watching football.

If you’re as unlucky as I am, you may even have to sit around and listen to him calling in his line-up for fantasy football leagues. He says, “Honey, by the end of the season, we’ll be rich!” But chances are he’ll be begging you for $50-$100 to pay off his gambling debts.

If for some reason he were to miss a game because of some life or death obligation, rest assured that he will stay up late for Sports Center on ESPN, listen to you, and his pal Chris Berman. And how about when he goes make an effort to be romantic? Yes he’ll take you out to dinner, but on the way there you will be swamped with the romantic (cracking, static) sounds of Mike and the Madog on “Sports Radio 66 - WPAN!” or any other irritating AM station.

Don’t forget the long phone calls - sweet nothings interrupted by “Alright”, “No Way!”, “Call me the foul!” and of course, “I’m sorry, what were you saying honey?” After that exciting, long-awaited play, he may even have to put down the phone for a high-five and a PeeWee Herman tequila dance with his buddies.

I must admit that dating a sports fanatic isn’t always that bad. Luckily, I have always loved basketball and somehow, my man has manipulated my mind in such a way that my interest in football and baseball has also peaked. I even find myself answering those random sports trivia questions on TV! However, cuddling to Red Sox and Yankee games is yet not my idea of fun.

So ladies, what can we do to get back some of that deserved attention from our beloved sports addicts? First off, try a compromise. Say you will give up your night of 90210 and Melanie Place if he can survive without Monday Night Football. If that doesn’t work, send anonymous letters to Ft. McPhail reminding him that expanded cablevision on campus will only result in less study and spiritual time.

If your methods of diplomacy and political activism don’t work, continue the battle on a level that he can relate to. Remind him how Emmitt Smith didn’t put out for the Dallas Cowboys for over a month until his demands were met. Hmm ... the Dallas Cowboys were pretty幕tered a month after not getting any Emmitt— how do you think your boyfriend would feel after a month long hold-out?

In the end, if all else fails and you still think he’s a big time sport, go out and get your own season tickets and enjoy the show. Don’t forget, there are always commercials and halftime.

Open the door to your future with a UM MBA.

Fulfill your dreams with an MBA from UM. We offer flexible and innovative programs such as our one-year MBA for students with an undergraduate business degree and our two-year program for bachelors students without a business degree. Both of these programs offer you the opportunity to pursue two complementary specializations such as:
• Finance and International Business
• Marketing and Computer Information Systems
• Health Administration and Human Resource Management
• Marketing and Strategic Management
• Accounting and Computer Information Systems

With our dual degree Masters in International Business (MIB), you will earn an MBA and a Master of Science in International Business with a guaranteed internship in the country of your selected language specialty.

As you approach graduation and compile your program, our placement office is solely dedicated to finding employment opportunities for our graduate students.

If you are intrigued by these challenging and rewarding opportunities, call us at 1-800-531-7137, and we will show you how to get started on the rest of your life.
by Bridget Hughes '96
Ass. Features Editor

It's a place no woman can enter without feeling a little scared. It is a place of iron and machinery. If you dare enter, you are confronted with men grunting and pushing, and if you think you can deal with that, then try dealing with the macho attitudes that plague this room. If you haven't already guessed, this room is the weight room in Peterson. Every day, flocks of men trudge towards Peterson Center carrying those stylish thick leather belts that are "Oh so cool", ready for 30-60 minutes of pushing, pulling and lifting. In other words, 30-60 minutes of ego - macho workout. (a.k.a. - male bonding)

Now don't get me wrong, I like exercise as much as the next person. I am a firm believer that exercise is good for the heart, and for the self. So why do I mock this male weight-lifting ritual? Well, where should I begin? First of all, this weight-lifting thing is more than a form of exercise. It provides an ego boost taken far beyond the normal realms of feeling good about the self. The weight room is full of men who worship the body and try to worship their bodies. They just get bigger and bigger, and don't stop.

If you have ever been in the weight room, you will notice that there are mirrors strategically placed all over. My question to you is, why? Is this a clothing store where men and women are trying on clothes? No. Then there's no need for the mirrors...right? Wrong! We all know that the mirrors are just another part of the ego trip. The men like to look at themselves while they pump and push and ego-cise. Don't ask me why. I mean who wants to look at themselves when their clothes are stuck to their body and beads of sweat are rolling down their faces? Obviously these mirrors add to the severity of this ego problem.

Another reason I mock this weight-lifting male thing is because of the noises. If you ever happen to walk by the weight room, you might think that from the words, "push" and "You can do it", along with the out of breath "Grunt..." you are hearing a music band.

This is always a favorite thing to do. Why? To check out all the girls who work out? No. They go to the nautilus room because there is a scale there. For some reason, unlike females, males like to weight themselves to see how much weight they have gained. Yes, that's right. While we females struggle to keep those pounds off, the males do extra things to keep those pounds on. Go figure. What do they do? Well, the obvious is the lifting of the weights, because we all know muscle weighs more than fat. But it gets better. Let's take one particular male that I know who has a powdered drink called "Weight Gain". This drink is mixed with milk in a blender, and drunk before pumping iron. Of course, those nights at Louie's and Brad's don't hurt in the weight gain process. What's funny is that they take it very personally when they find out that they have lost 3 lbs instead of gaining 5. (See guys - it must be tough.)

Another problem is that if you happen to be a female, and you happen to walk in the weight room, you just might happen to feel like a piece of meat at a meat market. The stares that you will get express attitudes like, "How dare you enter this male domain?" and "You can only lift the bar?" But more power to the woman who can stand this staring problem, as well as dealing with the male egos in such an enclosed area.

What it all comes down to is that these men take great pride in their workouts. Even though we all know that it is just a guy thing that somehow allows them to feel better about themselves. (Don't ask me how sweating, and moaning in pain can allow someone to feel better about themselves. But that's beside the point.) If they think that what they are doing impresses anyone, they are sadly mistaken. All it does for me is makes me laugh once in a while. And when I realize the things guys do to impress girls, and the other males around them, it makes me laugh even harder. e.g. - guys sitting down in the fact that we females go to school with these pathetic ego-cisers, macho, over-crazed, over-worked men. But, as long as they think that they look good, and think that they can impress us, working out is the answer. The positive outlook is that they are not only building their muscles, but also their heads.

A Love Story: Sweaty Men and Their Egos

The Cow 17
Reebok & PC Bookstore

Present The

Campus America Tour

Thursday & Friday

October 7-8

Slavin Lawn

10am-4pm

It's fun, it's free, it's the Campus America Tour. Come join the entire campus for the biggest event of the semester. There's something for everyone. By the way, did we tell you about all the great prizes?

From 10am - 4pm

Featuring
The Reebok MVA Competition
The search for America's most versatile athletes
October 7, 1993

Graphics

FRANK...by... M + (Snail - C) B+ (P)

Hello?

OOMMBAAAY! I LIKE IT LIKE THAT! DON'T STOP

SLAM

Hey Andy! Are you psyched to see all the alumni this weekend? OH YEAH!!

Remember when what's his head and ahh... you know who went to ahh... that guy on Eaton St. House and ahh... did something... well it was Something CRAZY...

OF COURSE... How could I forget?

I love those guys... I'll always remember them.

Paternal Pep Talk of 1492

RESPONSE TO SAY IT AIN'T SO JOE (page 7)

Lack of Professionalism [Lack of Professionalism] - When one of Superior Status ex. Governor, Senator, Student Congress President, etc., responds to a cartoon segment which obviously got under his skin.

Conflict of Interests [Conflict of Interests] - Allocating Funds for such things as sweatshirts, pullovers, Windbreakers, private banquet, and oak-framed pictures instead of uniforms and coaches (for starters) for some 110 students (Men's and Women's Rugby Combined); When certain members of Student Congress aren't interested in your organization.

I would like to apologize to B.O.P. for mistering their allocations from Student Congress. I forgot that after charging for each event, their budget skyrockets from 2.1 Billion dollars to 4.2 Billion dollars. Sorry for any inconvenience I may have caused.

Your Inspiration,

JOE DOWNES
Wednesday night the Lady Friars met the Northeastern University Huskies at Alumni Hall. Coming off a tough weekend, this was just what the doctor ordered. The first game saw the Lady Friars play an excellent all-around game featuring good defense and powerful offense, and the final score was 15-1.

The second game saw more of the same excellent play by the Lady Friars, resulting in a 15-7 victory that featured the debut of freshman Carol Lukasik, who had been practicing with the team but had not appeared in a regular season game. The final game saw the Lady Friars take a 15-5 decision marked by more of the great play that had characterized the first two games, particularly the strong defense of Jayne Lynch and the serving of Cale Roberts. "We were extremely relaxed tonight. We had exceptional execution tonight and it gave us a chance to get everyone in, including Carol Lukasik, who played well."

Well, volleyball fans, the Lady Friars have a full schedule for the next week, facing Hofstra at Hofstra University in New York on Saturday and then Niagara University at Niagara, then heading to Boston for a conference match against Boston College next Wednesday. In fact, after this weekend, the Lady Friars face five conference opponents in the next three weeks—the Big East schedule is in full swing. The Hofstra match has extra focus because PC hasn’t beaten Hofstra in four years—no one on this year’s squad has ever beaten Hofstra. Coach Bagge says "We should start peakig soon. We have to maintain our focus for the Big East season. We can’t let up—no matter who we’re facing. We have to smooth out the rough edges so when the tournament comes we’ll be ready." So let’s get out and make some noise for the Lady Friars volleyball squad as they travel to Hofstra this weekend, because they want this win bad. The Big East schedule looms large on the horizon, and the Lady Friars volleyball squad is ready to cut that schedule down to size.

Cathy Guden (Watertown, Mass.) Senior: Women’s Field Hockey
In three wins last week, Guden scored five goals and dished out an assist. Against Boston College, she tallied all three PC goals in a crucial 3-1 win. Four days later, she scored the game winner in a 1-0 victory over Colgate. In Tuesday’s 2-1 decision over Brown, she had a goal and an assist to lead the Lady Friars to the win.

Matt Baldwin (Conroe, Texas) Junior Men’s Soccer
Baldwin scored the game winning goal in Providence’s 2-1 win over URI in the second overtime period. The goal came with just under eight minutes to play. The win snapped a five-game losing streak for the Friars.

---

**With this, you can save for years.**

**With these, you can save right now.**

**Call 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40. Or visit your Apple campus representative today. And discover the power more college students choose. The power of Macintosh. The power to be your best.**

---

**Special Student Savings With Apple**

**That penny jar on your dresser**

Now, you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh personal computers. To order yours direct from Apple—and to find out about special student financing with the Apple Computer Loan—call 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40. Or visit your Apple campus representative today. And discover the power more college students choose. The power of Macintosh. The power to be your best.

---

**To order direct from Apple or to learn more about Apple products and easy financing—CALL 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40**
Do I Wanna "Be Like Mike"?

Matt Mielczynski '94
Sports Editor

"Be Like Mike". Gatorade soft drink built an entire advertisement campaign around this phrase. In many ways, all basketball fans would love to be like Michael Jordan. When it comes to physical and monetary accomplishments, being like Mike sounds pretty good. He has won three consecutive NBA championships (while being named playoff MVP each year) and seven consecutive scoring titles. He has been the regular season MVP three times and has been named all-star every one of his nine years in the NBA. He earns millions and millions of dollars a year in contracts and endorsements. How could anyone get tired of this?

Quite obviously, Michael Jordan, the man, was tired of being Michael Jordan, the basketball player. His announcement Wednesday morning that he will retire after nine amazing NBA seasons came as a shock to the entire world. He said that the love of the game of basketball was no longer there. The death of his father, James, showed Michael just how fast you can lose the things and people that you love. He didn't claim to know what is going through Michael Jordan's mind. I do think that Jordan's retirement won't last that long at all, especially if the Bulls start to struggle this season. There is no way that Jordan could sit at home and watch his team lose while he's still physically able to perform. I bet by the middle of the season, he'll get the itch to play again. Just look at Magic Johnson. He still hasn't lost the drive to play.

Again, think about the phrase "Be Like Mike". When we see this in commercials, we think of being like Mike on the basketball court. Nothing wrong with that. But what about being Mike off the court? Is this really something you would want? It would be great to be famous, but it wouldn't be as fun to be deprived of life's simple pleasures.

Michael Jordan can't do most of the things that we all do on a daily basis. He wants to run to the mall with his wife? Yeah right, he'd barely make it in the door before he was mobbed by fans. Wants to stop and pick up some milk? Same thing. Wants to go out at 3 a.m.? He wouldn't be able to take two consecutive bites without being disturbed. Whenever he has gone out in public recently, the press is on him like white on rice. Rumors are flying everywhere about gambling problems and his father's death. The man is trying to deal with a horrible tragedy and every two seconds a reporter puts a microphone in his face. Do you get the picture I'm trying to paint? Imagine having to deal with your dad's murder with the whole nation watching your every move.

I think Michael Jordan wants "to be like us". He would love to just be an "average Joe". Maybe he feels that by leaving the limelight of pro basketball, he can become more like the rest of us. How long this feeling will last is hard to tell. Only time will give us the answers.

I have heard people say that he is the luckiest person in the world. He has it all and he is financially set for the rest of his life. Well, looking at what he has, it seems he has even more today. I have one strong feeling: Michael Jordan may be the luckiest man in the world, but I wouldn't want to be him.

On To The Big Easts

Justin Macione '95
Assistant Sports Editor

When one thinks of sporting events in Florida this weekend, the first thing that comes to mind is Saturday's college football duel of the year in Tallahassee. Around 6:00 p.m., Charlie Ward and the Florida State Seminoles will try to prove that they are the world's number one team. With about 500 miles south, the Lady Friars tennis team and the rest of the Big East will descend upon Miami for the Big East Championships. These events are faced with a similar task: throwing the Hurricanes out to sea.

Despite the unlikelihood of that outcome, PC coach Carl LaBranche feels very confident about PC's chances to finish in the upper echelon, following an impressive week of practice and victories over St. Johns and Tufts. Not to be outdone, The Friars netmen showed their fortitude in a stunning 4-3 comeback overtime over the University of Connecticut.

Following an impressive win over the University of Hartford last week, the Lady Friars put in a hard week of practice for their match against St. Johns on Sunday. It obviously paid off as PC shutout the Johnnies 6-0, playing on the rubbery Peterson surface due to the rain. After easily dispatching St. Johns, the Lady Friars took advantage of their last day of practice on Monday before Big East Tournament.

Tennis

College tennis then returned to the Fennell Tennis Center on Tuesday, when the Lady Friars prepared for their southern swing by defeating Tufts University 6-3. PC was led by Senior Kristin Brooks, who employed a tenacious serve and volley game in her 6-2, 6-1 victory over Alexandra Montilla. Junior Jen Dulleux, finally getting accustomed to the tough #2 spot, outlasted Gwynne Holcombe 6-4, 6-1 on Saturday. The rest of the line-up showed a similar display of consistency, the lone casualty being Doryn Hughes' hard fought 2-6, 7-6(7-4), 6-4 loss to Rita Klussa. In the doubles arena, Brooks and fellow co-captain Hillery Dehto led the Lady Friars with a 6-1, 6-4 thrashing of Klussa and Montilla.

Before leaving for sunny Florida, a confident Brooks provided an analysis of PC's 6-3 record, "We're really pleased with how we rebounded from last week's disappointments at Rutgers. Everyone has picked their game up the past couple of weeks, and Doryn and Hillery are having great senior years".

As the topic shifts to the Big East, the Lady Friars acknowledge that Syracuse and Miami will probably be fighting for the top spot. "Miami and Syracuse traditionally have great tennis programs, and about four other teams including ourselves are at the next level. It would be a great achievement if we were able to finish in third place this weekend. Hopefully we won't get picked to play Miami or Syracuse in the first round," observed Coach LaBranche. Brooks also uttered similar sentiments; "It would be great if we finished third ahead of Seton Hall, which is an excellent team at our level".

If faced with an Orange Crush though, Brooks will be well prepared after bowing to Erica O'Neill 6-4, 6-4 in the Syracuse Invitational. This is a most respectable score though, considering O'Neill is the 27th ranked player in the country.

On the men's side, Coach LaBranche took his troops to Storrs, Connecticut to face the defending New England champion Huskies. After losing their doubles matches and seeing Tom Nord and Steve Sullivan go down in defeat, the younger remaining Friars could have given up. Freshman Steve Newton would have none of this though, downing Andy Graham 6-3, 6-4. Fellow Frosh Chris Webber then came back against Brian Mornahan 3-6, 6-2, 7-6. Sophomores Jimmyn Ogden and Paul Gagliardi mounted third set comeback to lead the Friars to a stunning 5-4 victory. With the ECAC Championships this weekend, the Friars seem to be brimming with confidence.

Following the match LaBranche expressed amazement at the improvement of his youthful, yet deep Friars; "Today was a lot of fun seeing these guys put together such a great comeback. These guys are a lot of fun to watch and, the scariest part is they haven't even realized their potential yet", said about their potential fortunes in the ECAC. LaBranche added, "We'll probably be seeded 14th or 15th, with Yale and Harvard being the favorites. We might not crack the top ten, but if the guys keep their hard work they'll end up pretty close!"

Following this weekend's tournament happenings, the Friars and Lady Friars will enjoy another week at home. The Lady Friars will play Harvard on Wednesday, October 13th, and then both the men and women will host Bowdoin on Saturday.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE</th>
<th>INTEGRITY</th>
<th>VICTORY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major: Math, Science, Health, English, Special and Extracurricular Education, Accounting and Social Work encouraged to attend!</td>
<td>617.565.5555 or 800.646.8652 ext. 123</td>
<td>9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Todd Bianchi '96
Sports Writer

Believe it or not soccer fans the last time the Lady Friars played a home gamewas 1992. Now almost a year and a newly sopped field later the Lady Friars were ready to take the field again on Wednesday. But as usual situations sometimes change - the quality of their play was not as good. After playing 3 games in a row against nationally ranked teams, the Friars played yet another in Hartford.

Last Wednesday the Friars took on Dartmouth, but were turned away by the 20th ranked team in the country 3-1. The lone Friar goal came from Karen Stouffer, her second of the year. Then last weekend the Friars traveled south to the warm weather confines of William & Mary in Virginia. Once there they took on two nationally ranked teams, Duke and UMass. The Friars first took on UMass, #10 in the country, on Saturday but were shutout for the third time this season. The only goal of the game came in, of course you guessed it, overtime. In overtime this game this year the Friars are 1-2-1.

On Sunday, the Friars came ready to play. Facing the 6th ranked Duke Blue Devils the Friars played one of their best games of the year. Although Duke bombardied Jen Mead with shots the Lady Friars were able to make their shot count. In the second half of action with just a few minutes left Liz Holmes was able to connect on a shot to the low corner and score her second game winning goal of the year. The Friars were able to walk away from the weekend with a new sense of pride, knowing that they could compete and win against some of the best teams in the country.

On Wednesday, the Friars took on the ranked Hartford and were most definitely pumped to play. Not only were they coming off one of their biggest wins of the season, but it was also their first home game of the year. The result was therefore.

**Women's Soccer**

Friars second straight win over a nationally ranked team and their second shutout in a row. Early in the game Jen Mead showed why she's an All-American candidate at goalie with some awesome saves. Halfway through an evenly played first half, Liz Holmes was able to cross the ball to Moira Harrington who headed the ball up the crossbar and past the goalie for her first goal of the season.

Then just minutes later Moira again used her tremendous talents to score. One of Hartford's defensive players had trouble handling the ball and Moira just took the ball away, hit a hard low shot to the corner and scored past a diving goalie tender. This was the first game all year in which a Providence player has scored more than one goal in a game. Jen Mead came up with some more spectacular saves in the second half. Sharon Riddle and Margaret Mirecki were able to solidly defend and preserve the shutout. It was the fourth shutout by the Friars this year. The Friars are now ranked as one of the best teams in New England and gaining confidence for the last week of the season. For the first time this season, their road travels continue this Friday when they go to West Point and then next week to URI. The Friars have established themselves as one of the hottest teams around and must continue this spirited play to attain the NCAA bid they desire.

**Lady Friar Facts**

* On Wednesday, Moira Harrington became the first Lady Friar this year to score two goals in one game.

* The Lady Friar defense has had back to back shutouts twice this season.

* Sophomore Liz Holmes leads the team in scoring with 3 goals (two game-winners) and 2 assists for 8 points.

* Both Kerry Lyons ('94) and Karen Stouffer ('96) both have 3 assists this year.

## Classified

### For Sale

- **For Sale:** Toyota 1986 Camry LE, 5-speed, sunroof, tape deck, 91,000 miles, Good condition. $3400. Faculty member - x2239. (Home): (508) 252-6487
- **Help Wanted:** Travel Free! Spring Break! The Hot Destinations! Cancun, Jamaica, Florida, Bahamas, South Padre.Best Commissions. SUNFLASH TOURS. 1-800-426-7710
- **Help Wanted:** Spring Break '94! Camps Reeds Needed! Cancun Bahama St. Maarten. South Padre Island. Daytona Beach, Florida. Free or Earn Commissions. BREAKAWAY TOURS, INC. 1-800-214-8687
- **For Sale:** Coleman Tent Trailer, Valley Forge, 1986. Excellent Shape. Asking $900. (Home): (508) 252-6487
- **For Sale:** Free mouse w/ purchase of 280 computer. This week only $450. Monitor included. Call Technical Support Group 233-2424
- **Help Wanted:** Research Participants Wanted! Must be 21 years old. daily smoker and beer drinker. $200.00 and pizza provided for one 3 hour session. Call Brown University Center for Alcohol Studies 863-2533
- **Help Wanted:** Earn Travel Bucks! Become a Camous Rep- resentative for Council Travel. Only the Oldest Student Travel Organization. Backround in International Study or Travel required. Call Marla, 331-6110

### For Sale

- **For Sale:** Redwood Porch-Patio furniture - large round table, lounge chair & cushions. Price depends on pieces. Faculty member - x2239. (Home): (508) 252-6487
- **Free Trips & Cash**: Call us and find out how hundreds of students are already earning Free Trips and Lots of Cash with America's #1 Spring Break Company! Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Panama. Dayton of Padre Call Now! Take a Break Student Travel (800) 218-SAVE or (617) 724-8272
- **Help Wanted:** Students needed to help with Spring Break outdoor promotion. Campus work; work two hours a day for 10 days. Free Reebok Shoes and a Reebok T-Shirt. For more information, Call Adrienne at 780-783-4237

### Apartment for Rent

- **Apartment for Rent:** 137 Radcliffe. 1st floor 5 rms. 2 brdms. Wash/Dryer. No Utilities. Avail until May 31 1994. $500-2 tenants $750 3 tenants. Evenings (617) 326-7124
  - **Spring Break '94 Sell Trips. Earn Cash & Go Free! Student Travel Services is now hiring campus reps. Call 1-800-648-4849**
  - **FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote the Hottest Spring Break Destinations, Call the nation's leader, Inter-Campus programs 1-800-327-6013

### CRUISE SHIP JOBS

- **Students needed!** Earn $2000+, monthly, Summer holidays/ fulltime. World Travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales, Deck Hands, Casino Workers, etc. No Experience necessary Call 602-680-4647, Ext C147

### Spring Break

- **Spring Break - nights from $299 includes:** Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More! Nassau-Paradise Island-Cancun-Jamaica San Juan. Organize a small group - Earn Free Trip plus commissions.
  - **Call 1-800-Get-Sun-1**
New Jersey's Finest
Senior Karen Nieman Looks For Strong Final Campaign As A Lady Friar

Christian Potts '94

When the world is Paramus, N.J.? No, this is not a game show. Most people wouldn't consider New Jersey a hotbed of anything (just kidding - the Jersey folks). But most people haven't met Karen Nieman, the Lady Friars senior rightside hitter/defensive specialist.

Karen Nieman is one of the talented Lady Friars volleyball squad who is the quintessential student-athlete. A Health Policy/Management major with a minor in Business Studies, Nieman carries a 3.0 GPA, having made Dean's List last spring. In fact, the women's volleyball team has one of the highest team GPAs of all PC sports teams. But, more importantly, Karen is a major contributor to this year's talented volleyball squad.

Women's Volleyball

Karen says she was attracted to PC by the campus and the idea of playing Division I volleyball. "I had been playing volleyball throughout my high school years at Plainville, in the New York/New Jersey area and traveling throughout the east to play in tournaments."

Karen Nieman's right side is an asset to the Lady Friars. "I think we have a young team this year, and I would like to see us improve," Nieman said. "We have good individual players and good team potential, but we need to put them together to win more games.

I think we will be a good team as the season goes on, but we need to improve our defense. We have good defensive players, but we need to work on our blocking. We need to work on our serve receive as well. We have a good team, and I think we can improve our defense to make us a good team this year.

Karen is looking forward to the upcoming season. "I am excited to see how we will do this year. I think we have a good team, and I am looking forward to playing well. We need to work on our serve receive and our blocking, but I think we can do well this year.

Karen says she plans to stay focused on her studies and volleyball this year. "I like to stay focused on both. I like to stay on top of my classes and volleyball. I am looking forward to a good season and a good year academically.

Karen is looking forward to the upcoming season. "I am excited to see how we will do this year. I think we have a good team, and I am looking forward to playing well. We need to work on our serve receive and our blocking, but I think we can do well this year.

Karen says she plans to stay focused on her studies and volleyball this year. "I like to stay focused on both. I like to stay on top of my classes and volleyball. I am looking forward to a good season and a good year academically.

Karen is looking forward to the upcoming season. "I am excited to see how we will do this year. I think we have a good team, and I am looking forward to playing well. We need to work on our serve receive and our blocking, but I think we can do well this year.

Karen says she plans to stay focused on her studies and volleyball this year. "I like to stay focused on both. I like to stay on top of my classes and volleyball. I am looking forward to a good season and a good year academically.

Karen is looking forward to the upcoming season. "I am excited to see how we will do this year. I think we have a good team, and I am looking forward to playing well. We need to work on our serve receive and our blocking, but I think we can do well this year.

Karen says she plans to stay focused on her studies and volleyball this year. "I like to stay focused on both. I like to stay on top of my classes and volleyball. I am looking forward to a good season and a good year academically.

Karen is looking forward to the upcoming season. "I am excited to see how we will do this year. I think we have a good team, and I am looking forward to playing well. We need to work on our serve receive and our blocking, but I think we can do well this year.

Karen says she plans to stay focused on her studies and volleyball this year. "I like to stay focused on both. I like to stay on top of my classes and volleyball. I am looking forward to a good season and a good year academically.
Friars End Skid
Double OT Win Over URI Breaks Losing Streak

Pieter J. Ketelaar '97
Sports Writer

It's over! The Providence College Men's soccer team ended their losing streak by pulling out a win this weekend against the University of Rhode Island to even their record at 3-5-0.

The Friars, who had lost their first five straight earlier in the week to Syracuse at the Carrier Dome, went up against URI in a match that saw Matt Baldwin score a goal to give them the win by a 2-1 margin.

Coach Bill Doyle was happy to get the win and bring his team's spirits back. The streak had begun to get to players and the losses were beginning to mount up. The players were just trying to do too much on every play and were being very selfish in their attacking style. "We won this one with our hearts," Doyle said. "After the Syracuse game the players were just tired out, and playing on Astroturf is hard on the back of the players." "We just don't have any luck in the Syracuse game or during the losing streak," said Coach Doyle. "But we think we'll be able to get back on track against URI and get back to winning ways." The Providence College Women's soccer team, on the other hand, had a much different experience against URI, where Matt Baldwin scored a goal to give them the win by a 2-1 margin.

Field Hockey Takes 5th In A Row

Annica Ambrose '96
Sports Writer

Who says field hockey isn't all fun and games? Lippman's record to an outstanding 3-0, the Providence Lady Friars brought to mind a few of our childhood memories, starting with the game itself being a round of Hungry Hungry Hippos. The week began with the elimination of the Colgate Raiders, 1-0. The one goal PC had came on a corner from Cathay Guden, assisted by Laura Khozyazin and Jen Dapolt. Putting the ball through the pinball machine of a "corner" in a field hockey game against URI, seems to be everyone's favorite. The fact that Providence had an average of 24 shots on goal, yet only scored off this one corner, may have been due to the fact that the gray grass made it seem as if someone placed one of those long, yellow "slip-and-sliders" on the field. (Cathy Guden is headed for gymnast status with her tumbles). Providence shut out Colgate's attempts at scoring with four saves by Martiniello and a defense led by junior Kim Robbins. As a stabilizer in the back position, Kim has been outstanding both in and out of hockey this year," says Coach Barto. "She is very athletic and has a great feel for the game, which helps control and keep the defense "Leverage" was played in the first half of the Brown game. Tann Karnikedi helped Guden tape one in right away at 3:47, and the game seemed to stay on track until their next test, eight of which are teams ranked in the top 20 nationally. Watch these women jump flying ball as if in Altar's "Megamxonious," with Pacmen in pinners chasing stray dogs. God forbid a venture in Hacklesey Sea, and a free hit comes along and placed in the net in the precise spot, it's a game of "Mother May I?" with the referee. One last sentence is "hail to the fly!": Lady Friars stand with their pickets on the sidelines, yelling "Red Rover, Red Rover, send this number right over!!!

PC's offensive half of the field. With 3:29 to go in the latter half, Brown scored to tie it up until Meredith Zenovich was assisted by Guden at 2:26 to score another corner. Meredith has been a force this year as she is beginning to come into her own. Making the transition from her dominated Syracuse on Sunday but they lost 1-0. He indicated that playing indoors was a big factor in his team and their style of play. It was also a game of "missed opportunities" only against the Orangemen of Men's Soccer

Syracuse but during the entire losing streak, Coach Doyle said that Matt Baldwin '95 and Sean McMerritt of "unofficially" in both the Syracuse and URI games. Baldwin played all the minutes against Syracuse and on defense McMerritt has been playing hurt but still gave all he had to give to jump start his team and break out of the slump. Breaking the losing streak means that it's a "whole new season," according to Doyle. The teams next two games match them against Georgetown on the road and with the only 5-2 win in the Carrier Dome is hard on the back of the players. "We just didn't have any luck in the Syracuse game or during the losing streak," said Coach Doyle. "But we think we'll be able to get back on track against URI and get back to winning ways." The Providence College Women's soccer team, on the other hand, had a much different experience against URI, where Matt Baldwin scored a goal to give them the win by a 2-1 margin.

Matt Baldwin netted the game winner in double overtime as PC defeated URI on Tuesday.

A Winning Trio

Annica Ambrose '96
Sports Writer

STRIKE: A stage of progress, (Webster). It all begins with mental toughness. You are left alone with your strides, your thoughts, and 200 other runners with an aim of defeating you. This year, the Providence College Women's Cross-country team is led by a trio who have taken their own strides and unyielding mentality all the way to national standings. Amy Rudolph, Vanessa Molloy, and Natalie Davey have helped bring Providence to their present rank of fifth in the nation.

Rudolph is a junior from Kane, Pennsylvania who comes off an incredibly strong sophomore season where she gained All-American status in both cross-country and the 1,500 meters. Big East champion in the 3,000 meter run outdoors, Amy has been the first to cross the finish line for PC, besides winning meets in the overall department. At Central Connecticut, she took the liberty of setting the course record, an achievement few runners can claim their own.

Cross Country

Vanessa comes out of County Wexford, Ireland to serve as senior captain to this year's team. She has been an integral part of the Lady Friar runners throughout her college career, coming on particularly strong in the 1993 track seasons, where she was the 3,000 meter New England champion both indoors and outdoors.

Natalie Davey is another senior of the threesome, attaining such honors as All-American in the 1,500, as well as being a part of the World Record-breaking 4X1500 team at Penn Relays in 1991.

Davey calls County Mayo, Ireland her home and has proved to be a very promising athlete.

So far, the Lady Friar clan has taken untroubled leads on their preferred courses of grass and speed. The 66 miles a week they run, in addition to speed workouts, will hopefully pay off in upcoming meets against such tough competition as Arkansas, Villanova and Georgetown.

Runners like Amy, Vanessa and Natalie make cross-country seem easy to the onlooker, but many fail to realize how difficult running actually is. "You have to want to hurt", is how they put it. In turn, you must block out that pain and use your own confidence in combination with support of teammates to overcome the often international competition. An NCAA championship is not out of reach for PC Women's cross-country this year and with this trio at the forefront, the next stage of progress might mean a national title STRIDE.